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(54) Mobile terminal and controlling method thereof

(57) A mobile terminal and controlling method therein
are disclosed, by which a memo can be written and uti-
lized conveniently in a state that an access to the mobile
terminal is restricted in part. The present invention in-
cludes entering a lock screen for restricting at least one
partial function of the mobile terminal, writing a memo on

the lock screen in response to an input of a 1st command,
and if user authentication is performed in response to an
input of a 2nd command, responding to an event occurring
until cancellation of the display of the lock screen using
the memo.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a mobile termi-
nal, and more particularly, to a mobile terminal and con-
trolling method thereof. Although the present invention
is suitable for a wide scope of applications, it is particu-
larly suitable for writing and utilizing a memo conveniently
in a state that an access to the mobile terminal is restrict-
ed in part.

Discussion of the Related Art

[0002] Generally, terminals can be classified into mo-
bile/portable terminals and stationary terminals. The mo-
bile terminals can be further classified into handheld ter-
minals and vehicle mount terminals according to possi-
bility of user’s direct portability.
[0003] As functions of the terminal are getting diversi-
fied, the terminal tends to be implemented as a multime-
dia player provided with composite functions such as
photographing of photos or videos, playback of music or
video files, game play, broadcast reception and the like
for example.
[0004] To support and increase the terminal functions,
it may be able to consider the improvement of structural
parts and/or software parts of the terminal.
[0005] Recently, as a mobile terminal of a smart type
capable of storing various kinds of user’s personal infor-
mations is released and used, a lock screen tends to be
increasingly used due to a problem of privacy protection.
While a lock screen is enabled, limited functions can be
activated only until a specific command for cancelling a
locked screen status is inputted. However, while pre-
scribed functions are restricted at least like a locked
screen status, a user may need to conveniently write a
memo or a third party may need to write a memo for a
user of a mobile terminal. Hence, the demand for meth-
ods of writing such memos and utilizing the written mem-
os is rising.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Accordingly, the present invention is directed to
a mobile terminal and controlling method thereof that
substantially obviate one or more problems due to limi-
tations and disadvantages of the related art.
[0007] An object of the present invention is to provide
a mobile terminal and controlling method thereof, by
which any one can write a memo conveniently in a state
that prescribed functions of the mobile terminal are re-
stricted at least.
[0008] In particular, one object of the present invention
is to provide a mobile terminal and controlling method
thereof, by which a written memo can be utilized for an

automatic handling through a prescribed authentication
procedure in case of an event occurrence.
[0009] Another object of the present invention is to pro-
vide a mobile terminal and controlling method thereof,
by which a previously written memo can be utilized in
various ways in a state that function restriction is can-
celled.
[0010] Technical tasks obtainable from the present in-
vention are non-limited by the above-mentioned techni-
cal tasks. And, other unmentioned technical tasks can
be clearly understood from the following description by
those having ordinary skill in the technical field to which
the present invention pertains.
[0011] Additional advantages, objects, and features of
the invention will be set forth in part in the description
which follows and in part will become apparent to those
having ordinary skill in the art upon examination of the
following or may be learned from practice of the invention.
The objectives and other advantages of the invention
may be realized and attained by the structure particularly
pointed out in the written description and claims hereof
as well as the appended drawings.
[0012] To achieve these objects and other advantages
and in accordance with the purpose of the invention, as
embodied and broadly described herein, a mobile termi-
nal according to the present invention includes a touch-
screen configured to display a lock screen for restricting
at least one partial function of the mobile terminal and a
controller, if a user authentication is successfully per-
formed in response to a 2nd command inputted after writ-
ing a memo on the lock screen in response to an input
of a 1st command, coping with an event occurring until
cancellation of the lock screen using the memo.
[0013] In another aspect of the present invention, a
method of controlling a mobile terminal includes the steps
of entering a lock screen for restricting at least one partial
function of the mobile terminal, writing a memo on the
lock screen in response to an input of a 1st command,
and if user authentication is performed in response to an
input of a 2nd command, coping with an event occurring
until cancellation of the lock screen using the memo.
[0014] Accordingly, the present invention provides the
following effects and/or advantages.
[0015] First of all, although prescribed functions of a
mobile terminal are restricted at least, a memo can be
written through a prescribed command input.
[0016] Secondly, a user can enable an automatic reply
to be performed or can enable the mobile terminal to
operate in a specific state, through a prescribed authen-
tication procedure in response to an occurrence of a com-
munication event using a substance of a written memo.
[0017] Thirdly, while a function restriction is cancelled,
a substance of a previously written memo can be utilized
as an input information on a specific application.
[0018] Effects obtainable from the present invention
may be non-limited by the above mentioned effect. And,
other unmentioned effects can be clearly understood
from the following description by those having ordinary
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skill in the technical field to which the present invention
pertains.
[0019] It is to be understood that both the foregoing
general description and the following detailed description
of the present invention are exemplary and explanatory
and are intended to provide further explanation of the
invention as claimed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the invention and
are incorporated in and constitute a part of this applica-
tion, illustrate embodiment(s) of the invention and togeth-
er with the description serve to explain the principle of
the invention. In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a mobile terminal ac-
cording to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a front perspective diagram of a mobile
terminal according to one embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart for one example of a method of
writing and utilizing a memo in a mobile terminal ac-
cording to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a diagram for one example of a method of
paging a memo function when a lock screen is dis-
played in a mobile terminal according to one embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a diagram for one example of a method of
paging a memo function in response to an event oc-
currence when a lock screen is displayed in a mobile
terminal according to one embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 6 is a diagram for one example of a method of
saving a written memo as a temporary memo in a
mobile terminal according to one embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 7 is a diagram for one example of a process for
performing a user authentication procedure in a mo-
bile terminal according to one embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 8 is a diagram for one example of a process for
cancelling a user authentication procedure in a mo-
bile terminal according to one embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 9 is a diagram for one example of a method of
processing an occurring event in accordance with
an enabled smart memo mode in a mobile terminal
according to one embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 10 is a diagram for a case of cancelling a lock
screen after saving a temporary memo in a mobile
terminal according to one embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 11 is a diagram for one example of a method
of utilizing a temporary memo displayed on a notifi-
cation region in a mobile terminal according to one

embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a diagram for one example of a method
of copying to utilize a temporary memo in a mobile
terminal according to one embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 13 is a diagram for one example of a method
of utilizing a temporary memo in case of an event
occurrence in a mobile terminal according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 14 is a diagram for one example of a method
of setting a memo for an event indication displayed
on a notification region in a mobile terminal according
to another aspect of one embodiment of the present
invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0021] In the following detailed description, reference
is made to the accompanying drawing figures which form
a part hereof, and which show by way of illustration spe-
cific embodiments of the invention. It is to be understood
by those of ordinary skill in this technological field that
other embodiments may be utilized, and structural, elec-
trical, as well as procedural changes may be made with-
out departing from the scope of the present invention.
Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be
used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or
similar parts.
[0022] As used herein, the suffixes ’module’, ’unit’ and
’part’ are used to denote elements in order to facilitate
the disclosure only. Therefore, significant meanings or
roles are not given to the suffixes themselves, and it is
understood that the suffixes ’module’, ’unit’ and ’part’ can
be used together or interchangeably.
[0023] Features of embodiments of the present inven-
tion are applicable to various types of terminals. Exam-
ples of such terminals include mobile terminals, such as
mobile phones, user equipment, smart phones, mobile
computers, digital broadcast terminals, personal digital
assistants, portable multimedia players (PMP) and nav-
igators. However, by way of non-limiting example only,
further description will be with regard to a mobile terminal
100, and it should be noted that such teachings may apply
equally to other types of terminals such as digital TV,
desktop computers and so on.
[0024] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a mobile terminal
100 in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention. With reference to FIG. 1, the mobile terminal
100 includes a wireless communication unit 110, an A/V
(audio/video) input unit 120, a user input unit 130, a sens-
ing unit 140, an output unit 150, a memory 160, an inter-
face unit 170, a controller 180, and a power supply unit
190. FIG. 1 shows the mobile terminal 100 having various
components, but implementing all of the illustrated com-
ponents is not a requirement. More or fewer components
may be implemented according to various embodiments.
[0025] The wireless communication unit 110 typically
includes one or more components which permit wireless
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communication between the mobile terminal 100 and a
wireless communication system or network within which
the mobile terminal 100 is located. For instance, the wire-
less communication unit 110 can include a broadcast re-
ceiving module 111, a mobile communication module
112, a wireless Internet module 113, a short-range com-
munication module 114, and a position-location module
115.
[0026] The broadcast receiving module 111 receives
a broadcast signal and/or broadcast associated informa-
tion from an external broadcast managing server via a
broadcast channel. The broadcast channel may include
a satellite channel and a terrestrial channel. At least two
broadcast receiving modules 111 can be provided in the
mobile terminal 100 to facilitate simultaneous reception
of at least two broadcast channels or broadcast channel
switching.
[0027] The broadcast managing server is generally a
server which generates and transmits a broadcast signal
and/or broadcast associated information or a server
which is provided with a previously generated broadcast
signal and/or broadcast associated information and then
transmits the provided signal or information to a terminal.
The broadcast signal may be implemented as a TV
broadcast signal, a radio broadcast signal, and/or a data
broadcast signal, among other signals. If desired, the
broadcast signal may further include a broadcast signal
combined with a TV or radio broadcast signal.
[0028] The broadcast associated information includes
information associated with a broadcast channel, a
broadcast program, or a broadcast service provider. Fur-
thermore, the broadcast associated information can be
provided via a mobile communication network. In this in-
stance, the broadcast associated information can be re-
ceived by the mobile communication module 112.
[0029] The broadcast associated information can be
implemented in various forms. For instance, broadcast
associated information may include an electronic pro-
gram guide (EPG) of digital multimedia broadcasting
(DMB) and an electronic service guide (ESG) of digital
video broadcast-handheld (DVB-H).
[0030] The broadcast receiving module 111 may be
configured to receive broadcast signals transmitted from
various types of broadcast systems. By nonlimiting ex-
ample, such broadcasting systems may include digital
multimedia broadcasting-terrestrial (DMB-T), digital mul-
timedia broadcasting-satellite (DMB-S), digital video
broadcast-handheld (DVB-H), digital video broadcast-
convergence of broadcasting and mobile services (DVB-
CBMS), Open Mobile Alliance Broadcast (OMA-
BCAST), the data broadcasting system known as media
forward link only (MediaFLO™) and integrated services
digital broadcast-terrestrial (ISDB-T). Optionally, the
broadcast receiving module 111 can be configured to be
suitable for other broadcasting systems as well as the
above-noted digital broadcasting systems.
[0031] The broadcast signal and/or broadcast associ-
ated information received by the broadcast receiving

module 111 may be stored in a suitable device, such as
the memory 160.
[0032] The mobile communication module 112 trans-
mits/receives wireless signals to/from one or more net-
work entities (e.g., a base station, an external terminal,
and/or a server) via a mobile network such as GSM (Glo-
bal System for Mobile communications), CDMA (Code
Division Multiple Access), or WCDMA (Wideband CD-
MA). Such wireless signals may carry audio, video, and
data according to text/multimedia messages.
[0033] The wireless Internet module 113 supports In-
ternet access for the mobile terminal 100. This module
may be internally or externally coupled to the mobile ter-
minal 100. The wireless Internet technology can include
WLAN (Wireless LAN), Wi-Fi, Wibro™ (Wireless broad-
band), Wimax™ (World Interoperability for Microwave
Access), HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access),
GSM, CDMA, WCDMA, or LTE (Long Term Evolution).
[0034] Wireless Internet access by Wibro™, HSPDA,
GSM, CDMA, WCDMA, or LTE is achieved via a mobile
communication network. In this regard, the wireless In-
ternet module 113 may be considered as being a kind of
the mobile communication module 112 to perform the
wireless Internet access via the mobile communication
network.
[0035] The short-range communication module 114 fa-
cilitates relatively short-range communications. Suitable
technologies for implementing this module include radio
frequency identification (RFID), infrared data association
(IrDA), ultra-wideband (UWB), as well as the networking
technologies commonly referred to as Bluetooth™ and
ZigBee™, to name a few.
[0036] The position-location module 115 identifies or
otherwise obtains the location of the mobile terminal 100.
According to one embodiment, this module may be im-
plemented with a global positioning system (GPS) mod-
ule. The GPS module 115 can precisely calculate current
3-dimensional position information based on at least lon-
gitude, latitude or altitude and direction (or orientation)
by calculating distance information and precise time in-
formation from at least three satellites and then applying
triangulation to the calculated information. Location in-
formation and time information are calculated using three
satellites, and errors of the calculated location position
and time information are then amended (or corrected)
using another satellite. In addition, the GPS module 115
can calculate speed information by continuously calcu-
lating a real-time current location.
[0037] With continued reference to FIG. 1, the au-
dio/video (A/V) input unit 120 is configured to provide
audio or video signal input to the mobile terminal 100. As
shown, the A/V input unit 120 includes a camera 121 and
a microphone 122. The camera 121 receives and proc-
esses image frames of still pictures or video, which are
obtained by an image sensor in a video call mode or a
photographing mode. Furthermore, the processed image
frames can be displayed on the display 151.
[0038] The image frames processed by the camera
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121 can be stored in the memory 160 or can be trans-
mitted to an external recipient via the wireless commu-
nication unit 110. Optionally, at least two cameras 121
can be provided in the mobile terminal 100 according to
the environment of usage.
[0039] The microphone 122 receives an external audio
signal while the portable device is in a particular mode,
such as phone call mode, recording mode and voice rec-
ognition. This audio signal is processed and converted
into electronic audio data. The processed audio data is
transformed into a format transmittable to a mobile com-
munication base station via the mobile communication
module 112 in a call mode. The microphone 122 typically
includes assorted noise removing algorithms to remove
noise generated in the course of receiving the external
audio signal.
[0040] The user input unit 130 generates input data
responsive to user manipulation of an associated input
device or devices. Examples of such devices include a
keypad, a dome switch, a touchpad (e.g., static pres-
sure/capacitance), a jog wheel, and a jog switch. FIG. 1
also illustrates the user input unit 130 can include a button
136 (hard or soft button) and a touch sensor 137.
[0041] The sensing unit 140 provides sensing signals
for controlling operations of the mobile terminal 100 using
status measurements of various aspects of the mobile
terminal. For instance, the sensing unit 140 may detect
an open/closed status of the mobile terminal 100, the
relative positioning of components (e.g., a display and
keypad) of the mobile terminal 100, a change of position
(or location) of the mobile terminal 100 or a component
of the mobile terminal 100, a presence or absence of
user contact with the mobile terminal 100, and an orien-
tation or acceleration/deceleration of the mobile terminal
100.
[0042] As an example, a mobile terminal 100 config-
ured as a slide-type mobile terminal is considered. In this
configuration, the sensing unit 140 may sense whether
a sliding portion of the mobile terminal is open or closed.
According to other examples, the sensing unit 140 sens-
es the presence or absence of power provided by the
power supply unit 190, and the presence or absence of
a coupling or other connection between the interface unit
170 and an external device. According to one embodi-
ment, the sensing unit 140 can include a proximity sensor
141.
[0043] The output unit 150 generates output relevant
to the senses of sight, hearing, and touch. Furthermore,
the output unit 150 includes the display 151, an audio
output module 152, an alarm unit 153, a haptic module
154, and a projector module 155.
[0044] The display 151 is typically implemented to vis-
ually display (output) information associated with the mo-
bile terminal 100. For instance, if the mobile terminal is
operating in a phone call mode, the display will generally
provide a user interface (UI) or graphical user interface
(GUI) which includes information associated with plac-
ing, conducting, and terminating a phone call. As another

example, if the mobile terminal 100 is in a video call mode
or a photographing mode, the display 151 may addition-
ally or alternatively display images which are associated
with these modes, the UI or the GUI.
[0045] The display module 151 may be implemented
using known display technologies. These technologies
include, for example, a liquid crystal display (LCD), a thin
film transistor-liquid crystal display (TFT-LCD), an organ-
ic light-emitting diode display (OLED), a flexible display
and a three-dimensional display. The mobile terminal 100
may include one or more of such displays.
[0046] Some of the displays can be implemented in a
transparent or optical transmittive type, i.e., a transparent
display. A representative example of the transparent dis-
play is the TOLED (transparent OLED). A rear configu-
ration of the display 151 can be implemented as the op-
tical transmittive type as well. In this configuration, a user
may be able to see an object located at the rear of a
terminal body on a portion of the display 151 of the ter-
minal body.
[0047] At least two displays 151 can be provided in the
mobile terminal 100 in accordance with one embodiment
of the mobile terminal 100. For instance, a plurality of
displays can be arranged to be spaced apart from each
other or to form a single body on a single face of the
mobile terminal 100. Alternatively, a plurality of displays
can be arranged on different faces of the mobile terminal
100.
[0048] If the display 151 and a sensor for detecting a
touch action (hereinafter called ’touch sensor’) are con-
figured as a mutual layer structure (hereinafter called
’touchscreen’), the display 151 is usable as an input de-
vice as well as an output device. In this instance, the
touch sensor can be configured as a touch film, a touch
sheet, or a touchpad.
[0049] The touch sensor can be configured to convert
pressure applied to a specific portion of the display 151
or a variation of capacitance generated from a specific
portion of the display 151 to an electronic input signal.
Moreover, the touch sensor is configurable to detect
pressure of a touch as well as a touched position or size.
[0050] If a touch input is made to the touch sensor, a
signal(s) corresponding to the touch input is transferred
to a touch controller. The touch controller processes the
signal(s) and then transfers the processed signal(s) to
the controller 180. Therefore, the controller 180 is made
aware when a prescribed portion of the display 151 is
touched.
[0051] Referring to FIG. 1, a proximity sensor 141 can
be provided at an internal area of the mobile terminal 100
enclosed by the touchscreen or around the touchscreen.
The proximity sensor is a sensor that detects a presence
or non-presence of an object approaching a prescribed
detecting surface or an object existing (or located) around
the proximity sensor using an electromagnetic field
strength or infrared ray without mechanical contact.
Hence, the proximity sensor 141 is more durable than a
contact type sensor and also has utility broader than the
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contact type sensor.
[0052] The proximity sensor 141 can include one of a
transmittive photoelectric sensor, a direct reflective pho-
toelectric sensor, a mirror reflective photoelectric sensor,
a radio frequency oscillation proximity sensor, an elec-
trostatic capacity proximity sensor, a magnetic proximity
sensor, and an infrared proximity sensor. If the touch-
screen includes the electrostatic capacity proximity sen-
sor, it is configured to detect the proximity of a pointer
using a variation of an electric field according to the prox-
imity of the pointer. In this configuration, the touchscreen
(touch sensor) can be considered as the proximity sen-
sor.
[0053] For clarity and convenience of explanation, an
action for enabling the pointer approaching the touch-
screen to be recognized as placed on the touchscreen
may be named ’proximity touch’ and an action of enabling
the pointer to actually come into contact with the touch-
screen may be named ’contact touch’. In addition, a po-
sition, at which the proximity touch is made to the touch-
screen using the pointer, may mean a position of the
pointer vertically corresponding to the touchscreen when
the pointer makes the proximity touch.
[0054] The proximity sensor detects a proximity touch
and a proximity touch pattern (e.g., a proximity touch dis-
tance, a proximity touch duration, a proximity touch po-
sition, a proximity touch shift state). Information corre-
sponding to the detected proximity touch action and the
detected proximity touch pattern can be output to the
touchscreen.
[0055] The audio output module 152 functions in var-
ious modes including a call-receiving mode, a call-plac-
ing mode, a recording mode, a voice recognition mode,
and a broadcast reception mode to output audio data
which is received from the wireless communication unit
110 or is stored in the memory 160. During operation,
the audio output module 152 outputs audio relating to a
particular function (e.g., call received, message re-
ceived). The audio output module 152 may be imple-
mented using one or more speakers, buzzers, other au-
dio producing devices, and combinations of these devic-
es.
[0056] The alarm unit 153 outputs a signal for announc-
ing the occurrence of a particular event associated with
the mobile terminal 100. Typical events include a call
received, a message received and a touch input re-
ceived. The alarm unit 153 can output a signal for an-
nouncing the event occurrence by way of vibration as
well as video or audio signal. The video or audio signal
can be output via the display 151 or the audio output
module 152. Hence, the display 151 or the audio output
module 152 can be regarded as a part of the alarm unit
153.
[0057] The haptic module 154 generates various tac-
tile effects that can be sensed by a user. Vibration is a
representative one of the tactile effects generated by the
haptic module 154. The strength and pattern of the vi-
bration generated by the haptic module 154 are control-

lable. For instance, different vibrations can be output in
a manner of being synthesized together or can be output
in sequence.
[0058] The haptic module 154 can generate various
tactile effects as well as the vibration. For instance, the
haptic module 154 may generate an effect attributed to
the arrangement of pins vertically moving against a con-
tact skin surface, an effect attributed to the injection/suc-
tion power of air though an injection/suction hole, an ef-
fect attributed to the skim over a skin surface, an effect
attributed to a contact with an electrode, an effect attrib-
uted to an electrostatic force, and an effect attributed to
the representation of a hot/cold sense using an endo-
thermic or exothermic device.
[0059] The haptic module 154 can be implemented to
enable a user to sense the tactile effect through a muscle
sense of a finger or an arm as well as to transfer the
tactile effect through direct contact. Optionally, at least
two haptic modules 154 can be provided in the mobile
terminal 100 in accordance with an embodiment of the
mobile terminal 100.
[0060] The memory 160 is generally used to store var-
ious types of data to support the processing, control, and
storage requirements of the mobile terminal 100. Exam-
ples of such data include program instructions for appli-
cations operating on the mobile terminal 100, contact da-
ta, phonebook data, messages, audio, still pictures (or
photo), and moving pictures. Furthermore, a recent use
history or a cumulative use frequency of each data (e.g.,
use frequency for each phonebook, each message or
each multimedia file) can be stored in the memory 160.
[0061] Moreover, data for various patterns of vibration
and/or sound output in response to a touch input to the
touchscreen can be stored in the memory 160.
[0062] The memory 160 may be implemented using
any type or combination of suitable volatile and non-vol-
atile memory or storage devices including hard disk, ran-
dom access memory (RAM), static random access mem-
ory (SRAM), electrically erasable programmable read-
only memory (EEPROM), erasable programmable read-
only memory (EPROM), programmable read-only mem-
ory (PROM), read-only memory (ROM), magnetic mem-
ory, flash memory, magnetic or optical disk, multimedia
card micro type memory, card-type memory (e.g., SD
memory or XD memory), or other similar memory or data
storage device. Furthermore, the mobile terminal 100 can
operate in association with a web storage for performing
a storage function of the memory 160 on the Internet.
[0063] The interface unit 170 may be implemented to
couple the mobile terminal 100 with external devices. The
interface unit 170 receives data from the external devices
or is supplied with power and then transfers the data or
power to the respective elements of the mobile terminal
100 or enables data within the mobile terminal 100 to be
transferred to the external devices. The interface unit 170
may be configured using a wired/wireless headset port,
an external charger port, a wired/wireless data port, a
memory card port, a port for coupling to a device having
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an identity module, audio input/output ports, video in-
put/output ports, and/or an earphone port.
[0064] The identity module is a chip for storing various
kinds of information for authenticating a usage authority
of the mobile terminal 100 and can include a User Identify
Module (UIM), a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM), and/or
a Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM). A device
having the identity module (hereinafter called ’identity de-
vice’) can be manufactured as a smart card. Therefore,
the identity device is connectible to the mobile terminal
100 via the corresponding port.
[0065] When the mobile terminal 100 is connected to
an external cradle, the interface unit 170 becomes a pas-
sage for supplying the mobile terminal 100 with a power
from the cradle or a passage for delivering various com-
mand signals input from the cradle by a user to the mobile
terminal 100. Each of the various command signals input
from the cradle or the power can operate as a signal
enabling the mobile terminal 100 to recognize that it is
correctly loaded in the cradle.
[0066] The controller 180 typically controls the overall
operations of the mobile terminal 100. For example, the
controller 180 performs the control and processing as-
sociated with voice calls, data communications, and vid-
eo calls. The controller 180 may include a multimedia
module 181 that provides multimedia playback. The mul-
timedia module 181 may be configured as part of the
controller 180, or implemented as a separate component.
[0067] Moreover, the controller 180 can perform a pat-
tern (or image) recognizing process for recognizing a
writing input and a picture drawing input carried out on
the touchscreen as characters or images, respectively.
[0068] The power supply unit 190 provides power re-
quired by various components of the mobile terminal 100.
The power may be internal power, external power, or
combinations of internal and external power.
[0069] Various embodiments described herein may be
implemented in a computer-readable medium using, for
example, computer software, hardware, or some combi-
nation of computer software and hardware. For a hard-
ware implementation, the embodiments described herein
may be implemented within one or more application spe-
cific integrated circuits (ASICs), digital signal processors
(DSPs), digital signal processing devices (DSPDs), pro-
grammable logic devices (PLDs), field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs), processors, controllers, micro-con-
trollers, microprocessors, other electronic units designed
to perform the functions described herein, or a selective
combination thereof. Such embodiments may also be im-
plemented by the controller 180.
[0070] For a software implementation, the embodi-
ments described herein may be implemented with sep-
arate software modules, such as procedures and func-
tions, each of which performs one or more of the functions
and operations described herein. The software codes
can be implemented with a software application written
in any suitable programming language and may be stored
in memory such as the memory 160, and executed by a

controller or processor, such as the controller 180.
[0071] FIG. 2 is a front perspective view of a mobile
terminal according to one embodiment of the present in-
vention. The mobile terminal 100 illustrated in FIG. 2 has
a bar type terminal body. However, the mobile terminal
100 may be implemented in a variety of different config-
urations. Examples of such configurations include folder-
type, slide-type, rotational-type, swing-type and combi-
nations thereof. For ease of description, the following dis-
closure will primarily relate to a bar-type mobile terminal
100. However, the present invention applies equally to
other types of mobile terminals.
[0072] Referring to FIG. 2, the mobile terminal 100 in-
cludes a case (a casing, housing, or cover) constituting
an exterior of the mobile terminal. In the present embod-
iment, the case can be divided into a front case 101 and
a rear case 102. Various electric/electronic parts are
loaded in a space (volume) provided between the front
and rear cases 101 and 102. Optionally, at least one mid-
dle case can be further provided between the front and
rear cases 101 and 102 in addition.
[0073] The cases 101 and 102 are formed by injection
molding of synthetic resin or can be formed of metal sub-
stance such as stainless steel (STS), titanium (Ti) or the
like for example.
[0074] A display 151, an audio output module 152, a
camera 121, manipulating units 131 and 132, a micro-
phone 122, and an interface unit 170 can be provided at
the terminal body, and more particularly, at the front case
101. Manipulating units 131 and 132 are part of the user
input unit 130.
[0075] The display 151 occupies most of a main face
of the front case 101. The audio output module 152 and
the camera 121 are provided at an area adjacent to an
end portion of the display 151, while the manipulating
unit 131 and the microphone 122 are provided at an area
adjacent to the other end portion of the display 151. The
manipulating unit 132 and the interface unit 170 can be
provided at lateral sides of the front and rear cases 101
and 102. Another manipulating unit 133 can be provided
on a top portion of the case 102.
[0076] The user input unit 130 is manipulated (operat-
ed) to receive a command for controlling an operation of
the terminal 100. Furthermore, the user input unit 130
may include a plurality of manipulating units 131 and 132.
The manipulating units 131 and 132 can be referred to
as a manipulating portion and may adopt any tactile
mechanism that enables a user to perform a manipulation
action by touch.
[0077] Content input by manipulating units 131 and
132 can be divided between the two. For instance, a com-
mand such as start, end, and scroll is input to first ma-
nipulating unit 131. Furthermore, a command for a vol-
ume adjustment of sound output from the audio output
module 152, or a command for a switching to a touch
recognizing mode of the display 151 can be input to sec-
ond manipulating unit 132.
[0078] Meanwhile, such a graphic for pointing at a spe-
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cific object on a display unit or selecting a menu from the
display unit as an arrow, a finger and the like is called a
pointer or a cursor. However, the pointer is frequently
used to mean a finger, a stylus pen or the like for a touch
manipulation and the like. In order to clearly discriminate
the pointer and the cursor from each other in this disclo-
sure, a graphic displayed on a display unit is named a
cursor and such a physical means for performing a touch,
a proximity touch, a gesture and the like as a finger, a
stylus pen and the like is named a pointer.

Writing & Utilizing Memo in State That Function of Mobile 
Terminal Is Restricted

[0079] According to one embodiment of the present
invention, proposed are a mobile terminal and controlling
method thereof suitable for a user to conveniently write
and utilize a memo variously in a state that at least one
function of the mobile terminal is restricted. In the present
specification, one example of restricting at least one func-
tion of a mobile terminal is assumed as a state that a lock
screen is enabled. Of course, it is apparent to those
skilled in the art that a state, mode or screen for providing
a function of restricting at least one function of a mobile
terminal until applying a command input of a specific type
is applicable to the present invention despite that its name
or operating mechanism is different.
[0080] In the following description, a method of writing
and utilizing a memo according to the present invention
is described with reference to FIG. 3.
[0081] FIG. 3 is a flowchart for one example of a meth-
od of writing and utilizing a memo in a mobile terminal
according to one embodiment of the present invention.
[0082] Referring to FIG. 3, the controller 180 can dis-
play a lock screen on the touchscreen [S301]. In partic-
ular, if a turned-off touchscreen is turned on again by
settings or a command input of a prescribed type for pag-
ing the lock screen is applied by a user, the controller
180 can display the lock screen.
[0083] In general, restricted informations indicating
prescribed operating statuses of a mobile terminal an
event occurrence and the like and preset objects includ-
ing an emergency call function, a locked screen unlock-
ing means and the like can be displayed on a lock screen.
[0084] While the lock screen is displayed, if a memo
function paging command is inputted through the touch-
screen 151 and/or the sensing unit 140, the controller
180 controls a user interface for writing a memo to be
paged on the lock screen and is then able to receive an
input of a memo substance through the user interface
[S320]. In this case, the memo substance may be input-
ted as a text through a virtual keypad or voice recognition,
an image through a drawing tool, a handwriting recogni-
tion or the like, or a combination of the text and image.
[0085] In doing so, a user currently writing a memo can
select whether to perform an authentication procedure
[S330]. In this case, the authentication procedure may
mean a procedure for determining whether a signal in-

putted through at least one of a password input, a touch-
drag pattern input, a fingerprint recognition, a voice rec-
ognition, a face recognition and the like matches an au-
thentication information by comparison.
[0086] Once the user authentication is complete, the
controller 180 can respond to (or, cope with) the settings
using the memo written in the event occurrence until the
locked screen status or the authenticated status is can-
celled by the user. In this case, the settings may include
the settings for a type of an event to cope with using the
memo or an application related to the event type and the
settings for an operating mode (e.g., vibration, bell sound,
silence, etc.) until the cancellation of the locked screen
status/ authenticated status.
[0087] If the user authentication is not performed, the
written memo can be saved as a temporary memo in the
memory 160 [S345]. In this case, the temporary memo
is the memo that is discriminated from a memo saved
through a dedicated application for recording a memo.
Of course, even if the operation of the step S340 is per-
formed, the written memo can be saved as the temporary
memo.
[0088] Thereafter, if the locked screen status is can-
celled [S350], the controller 180 can display the saved
temporary memo in response to a user’s command input,
save the temporary memo through a memo application,
use a memo substance as an input information for an-
other application, or delete the temporary memo [S360].
[0089] In the following description, methods of paging
a memo function in a locked screen status are explained
with reference to FIG. 4 and FIG. 5.
[0090] FIG. 4 is a diagram for one example of a method
of paging a memo function when a lock screen is dis-
played in a mobile terminal according to one embodiment
of the present invention. In the following drawings includ-
ing FIG. 4, assume that an indicator region for displaying
an operating state of the mobile terminal is displayed on
a top end of a lock screen and that a region for receiving
an input of a touch-drag pattern is arranged as a means
for cancelling the lock screen at a center of the lock
screen.
[0091] Referring to FIG. 4 (a), while one of the volume
key 132, the power key 133 and the like is pressed, if the
mobile terminal is inclined, the controller 180 detects an
inclined state through the sensing unit 140 and is then
able to control a prescribed visual effect (e.g., a shape
of a rolled-up paper, etc.) to be displayed by activating a
partial top region 410 of the touchscreen only. For an-
other instance, referring to FIG. 4 (b), while a lock screen
is displayed, in a touch input of dragging a bottom region
420 of the touchscreen 151 upward is detected, a pre-
scribed visual effect can be displayed. While the visual
effect is displayed, if each of the regions 410 and 420 is
selected or a touch input of a specific pattern having noth-
ing to do with a lock screen cancellation is applied [FIG.
4 (c)], a memo sheet 430 for displaying a memo sub-
stance thereon can be displayed on the lock screen [FIG.
4 (d)]. In doing so, if the memo sheet 430 is selected, a
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virtual keypad (not shown in the drawing) can be dis-
played. If a touch-drag input is detected from a memo
sheet region, a visual effect corresponding to the detect-
ed trace can be recorded as a memo [i.e., handwriting
recognition].
[0092] Of course, an icon (not shown in the drawing)
for paging the memo sheet 430 can be arranged on the
lock screen.
[0093] In the following description, a method of paging
a memo in case of an event occurrence is explained with
reference to FIG. 5.
[0094] FIG. 5 is a diagram for one example of a method
of paging a memo function in response to an event oc-
currence when a lock screen is displayed in a mobile
terminal according to one embodiment of the present in-
vention.
[0095] In FIG. 5, assume a case that a substance of a
message is displayed on a lock screen if the message
arrives. Referring to FIG. 5 (a), as a text message arrives,
a popup window 510 including a substance of the re-
ceived message can be displayed on a lock screen. In
doing so, a memo writing icon 511 is displayed within the
popup window 510. If the corresponding icon 511 is se-
lected, referring to FIG. 5 (b), a memo pad 520 can be
displayed. In doing so, a substance 521 of the text mes-
sage can be automatically contained in the memo pad
520. And, a memo substance 523 corresponding to a
user’s input may be displayed thereon. Alternatively, ir-
respective of a presence or non-presence of the icon
511, if a specific pattern is inputted to the popup window
510, a separate memo window (not shown in the drawing)
may pop up to enable a memo writing or the correspond-
ing pattern may be laid on the received message by turn-
ing into a memo.
[0096] In the following description, a method of saving
a written memo is explained with reference to FIG. 6.
[0097] FIG. 6 is a diagram for one example of a method
of saving a written memo as a temporary memo in a mo-
bile terminal according to one embodiment of the present
invention.
[0098] In FIG. 6, assume a case that, after a memo
pad has been paged by one of the aforementioned meth-
ods, a memo writing job is completed through the memo
pad. On this assumption, if the memo pad 610 is dragged
toward an indicator displayed on the touchscreen 151,
i.e., upward [FIG. 6 (a)], a memo indicator 620 indicating
that a temporary memo is saved can be displayed on an
indicator region as soon as the memo pad 610 disap-
pears [FIG. 6 (b)].
[0099] On the other hand, while no substance is written
on the memo pad 610, if a touch input of a specific type
(e.g., a long touch) is detected from the memo pad 610,
referring to FIG. 6 (c), the controller 180 can control a
memo pad delete icon 613 to be displayed. Subsequent-
ly, if the memo pad delete icon 613 is selected, the memo
pad 610 may disappear from the lock screen.
[0100] Meanwhile, a written memo can be saved as a
temporary memo using a power key (not shown in the

drawing). For instance, after a memo writing job has been
completed, if the touchscreen is turned off by manipulat-
ing the power key, a corresponding memo can be saved
as a temporary memo. Thereafter, if the power key is
manipulated again, a blank memo sheet can be displayed
automatically. Yet, after the memo writing job has been
completed, the touchscreen is automatically turned off
according to expiration of a prescribed time. In doing so,
if the power key is manipulated again, a corresponding
memo may be maintained in a finally written state instead
of being saved temporarily.
[0101] In the following description, a method of per-
forming a user authentication procedure and a method
of cancelling the user authentication procedure are ex-
plained with reference to FIG. 7 and FIG. 8.
[0102] FIG. 7 is a diagram for one example of a process
for performing a user authentication procedure in a mo-
bile terminal according to one embodiment of the present
invention. And, FIG. 8 is a diagram for one example of a
process for cancelling a user authentication procedure
in a mobile terminal according to one embodiment of the
present invention.
[0103] In FIG. 7, assume a case that, after a memo
pad has been paged by one of the aforementioned meth-
ods, a memo writing job is completed through the memo
pad. On this assumption, referring to FIG. 7 (a), in case
that a touch input (e.g., a ling touch) of a specific type is
detected from a memo pad 710, the controller 180 can
control a user authentication icon 711 to be displayed on
the memo pad 710.
[0104] If the user authentication icon 711 is selected,
an authentication means for user authentication can be
displayed. FIG. 7 (b) shows a pattern input region 720
identical to a cancelling means for cancelling a lock
screen is displayed as an example of an authentication
means. In doing so, if a correct pattern is inputted, the
controller 180 can utilize a substance of a written memo
in accordance with the settings for handling an event that
will occur in the future.
[0105] On the other hand, how to utilize a memo for a
prescribed event can be determined through a setting
menu paging. As an example of a setting menu paging
method, it is able to use a popup window 730 displayed
if the power key is pressed long [FIG. 7 (c)]. In this case,
power related menus are included in the popup window
720 and a setting menu paging item may be included in
a bottom end of the popup window 730 as well. If the
setting menu paging item is selected, referring to FIG. 7
(d), a setting menu can be displayed. In the setting menu
shown in FIG. 7 (d) for example, it is able to set up whether
to operate in silence mode in utilizing a memo through
user authentication, whether to send a reply to a text
message using a memo substance, whether to transmit
a memo substance by TTS in case of receiving an in-
coming call signal, etc., which are just exemplary. Of
course, more or less function can be set up through the
setting menu. For clarity, in the following description, a
user authenticated memo shall be named a smart memo
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and a state corresponding to an event using the smart
memo shall be named a smart memo mode.
[0106] A case that a user intends to cancel a smart
memo mode is described in detail with reference to FIG.
8 as follows. As the user authentication is complete, re-
ferring to FIG. 8 (a), an indicator 810 can be displayed
on the indicator region to indicate that the smart memo
mode is enabled. If the smart memo mode is enabled or
a smart memo exists, an icon or image corresponding to
the smart memo can be always displayed on the top to
avoid being blocked by other objects. Optionally, if the
icon or image overlaps with another object, the controller
180 can change a location of the icon or image corre-
sponding to the smart memo automatically.
[0107] If the user applies a touch input of a specific
type (e.g., a long touch input) again, the controller 180
can control an icon 713, which is provided to cancel the
smart memo mode, to be displayed on the memo pad
710. If the icon 713 is selected, referring to FIG. 8 (b), a
user authentication procedure can be performed. On the
other hand, an item for cancelling the smart memo mode
can be displayed on a popup window 820. In particular,
after the smart memo mode has been enabled, if the
power key is pressed long, the popup window 820 can
be displayed. Alternatively, of course, an item for cancel-
ling the smart mode can be displayed through a separate
manipulation of such a menu as a configuration setting
menu provided by an operating system and the like.
[0108] In this case, in the indicator region, the indicator
620 indicating the presence of the temporary memo and
the indicator 810 indicating that the smart memo is set
may differ from each other in at least one portion of con-
figuration or shape.
[0109] In the following description, after a smart memo
mode has been enabled, a detailed operation of the mo-
bile terminal is explained in detail with reference to FIG. 9.
[0110] FIG. 9 is a diagram for one example of a method
of processing an occurring event in accordance with an
enabled smart memo mode in a mobile terminal accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present invention.
[0111] Referring to FIG. 9 (a), as an incoming call sig-
nal is received, the controller 180 selects a call answering
and is then able to transmit a memo substance as an
audio by TTS (text-to-speech) scheme. In doing so, a
popup window 910 can be displayed to indicate that such
a function is currently performed. If a memo is not suitable
for TTS (e.g., a case that the memo contains an image,
a case that a handwriting recognition of the memo is im-
possible, etc.), the controller 180 rejects the incoming
call and is then able to send the corresponding memo as
an image to a caller.
[0112] On the other hand, referring to FIG. 9 (b), if a
text message is received, the controller 180 can control
a reply 923 to be automatically sent using a memo sub-
stance.
[0113] Besides, if an SNS update notification of a pre-
set account is received by the mobile terminal, a sub-
stance corresponding to a memo can be uploaded to the

corresponding SNS account.
[0114] Meanwhile, if a silence mode operation is set
up by the settings, the controller 180 can control a bell
sound or vibration not to be outputted in accordance with
a reception of an incoming call signal or a text message.
[0115] In the following description, a case of cancelling
a lock screen after saving a temporary memo is explained
in detail with reference to FIG. 10.
[0116] FIG. 10 is a diagram for a case of cancelling a
lock screen after saving a temporary memo in a mobile
terminal according to one embodiment of the present in-
vention.
[0117] In FIG. 10, assume a case that 4 temporary
memos are saved in a locked screen status. Referring
to FIG. 10 (a), if a locked screen status is cancelled, tem-
porary memos can be displayed on a home screen in a
manner of overlaying each other in order of writing. In
doing so, if a temporary memo 1011, which is most re-
cently written and located at a top, is saved or deleted,
referring to FIG. 10 (b), a next temporary memo 1013
can be displayed.
[0118] Meanwhile, a temporary memo can be dis-
played on a notification region. In this case, the notifica-
tion region is the region that appears in a manner of slid-
ing in a drag direction if the indicator region is dragged
downward. Icons for selecting whether to activate a spe-
cific function by toggling and schematic informations on
various events can be displayed on the notification re-
gion. And, the notification region may be called a quick
panel. How to display and utilize a temporary memo on
the notification region is described in detail with reference
to FIG. 11 as follows.
[0119] FIG. 11 is a diagram for one example of a meth-
od of utilizing a temporary memo displayed on a notifi-
cation region in a mobile terminal according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0120] Referring to FIG. 11 (a), an indicator 1110 can
be displayed on an indicator region to indicate that a tem-
porary memo is saved. If a notification region is paged,
a temporary memo icon 1130 can be displayed on a right
bottom of the notification region. If there is an unchecked
message that has received, an item 1120 indicating in-
formation on the unchecked message can be displayed
on the notification region. In doing so, if a user drags &
drops the temporary memo icon 1130 to an item corre-
sponding to the unchecked message, referring to FIG.
11 (b), an SMS application is activated and a substance
of the temporary memo can be transmitted as a reply to
the unchecked message.
[0121] While a smart memo mode is enabled, if a mes-
sage arrives, the controller 180 sends a reply with a sub-
stance of a smart memo. In this case, referring to FIG.
11 (c), an icon 1121 corresponding to the smart memo
can be displayed on the unchecked message item 1120
in addition. On the other hand, if the temporary memo
icon 1130 is simply touched, a substance of the tempo-
rary memo can be enlarged or displayed as a full screen.
If the temporary memo icon 1130 is long touched, refer-
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ring to FIG. 11 (d), a copy icon 1131 and a delete icon
1133 can be displayed around the temporary memo icon
1130. If the delete icon 1133 is selected, the correspond-
ing temporary memo is deleted and the corresponding
icon 1130 can disappear from the notification region. In
case that the copy icon 1131 is selected, an operation of
the mobile terminal is described in detail with reference
to FIG. 12 as follows.
[0122] FIG. 12 is a diagram for one example of a meth-
od of copying and utilizing a temporary memo in a mobile
terminal according to one embodiment of the present in-
vention. Assume that FIG. 12 shows a process subse-
quent to a case of selecting the copy icon 1131 shown
in FIG. 11 (d).
[0123] Referring to FIG. 12 (a), an indicator 1210 indi-
cating that a temporary memo is saved can be displayed
on an indicator region. If the temporary memo is copied,
an icon 1220 corresponding to the temporary memo can
be displayed on a home screen. A location of the icon
1220 corresponding to the temporary memo can be freely
changed depending on a touch & drag input. If the icon
1220 is long touched, referring to FIG. 12 (b), a delete
icon 1221 can be displayed. If the delete icon 1221 is
selected, referring to FIG. 12 (c), the icon 1220 corre-
sponding to the temporary memo can disappear from the
home screen. Yet, since this is just the deletion of the
copied temporary memo, the indicator 1210 in the indi-
cator region can keep being displayed. And, an icon in a
notification region can be maintained as it is (not shown
in the drawing). On the other hand, referring to FIG. 12
(d), if the icon 1220 corresponding to the temporary
memo is dragged & dropped to an icon 1230 correspond-
ing to a specific application, a substance of the temporary
memo can be utilized as an input information on the cor-
responding application. For instance, if the specific ap-
plication includes an SMS application, an SMS applica-
tion can be activated while a message writing box is au-
tomatically filled up with a memo substance.
[0124] A saved temporary memo can be utilized in han-
dling an event in response to a selection made by a user
in case of an event occurrence. This is described in detail
with reference to FIG. 13 as follows.
[0125] FIG. 13 is a diagram for one example of a meth-
od of utilizing a temporary memo in case of an event
occurrence in a mobile terminal according to one embod-
iment of the present invention.
[0126] Referring to FIG. 13 (a), an indicator 1310 can
be displayed on an indicator region to indicate that a tem-
porary memo is saved. As an incoming call signal is re-
ceived, a call application is activated and a screen for
determining whether to connect a call is then displayed.
In doing so, an icon 1320 corresponding to the temporary
memo can be displayed as well. On the screen for de-
termining whether to connect a call, a call connecting
icon 1330, a message rejection sending icon 1340 and
the like can be arranged. In doing so, referring to FIG.
13 (b), if the icon 1320 corresponding to the temporary
memo is dragged & dropped to the call connecting icon

1330, the controller 180 connects a call and is then able
to control a substance of the temporary memo to be trans-
mitted as audio to a counterpart by TTS.
[0127] If a user drags & drops the icon 1320 corre-
sponding to the temporary memo to a lettering region
1350, referring to FIG. 13 (c), the controller 180 can con-
trol the substance of the temporary memo to be displayed
on a counterpart terminal. In this case, the lettering may
mean a counterpart identifying text displayed in the
course of a call connection attempt and can be delivered
to the counterpart in a manner of being included in a call
signal.
[0128] If the user drags & drops the icon 1320 corre-
sponding to the temporary memo to the message rejec-
tion sending icon 1340, referring to FIG. 13 (d), the con-
troller 180 rejects the call connection and is able to trans-
mit the substance of the temporary memo to the coun-
terpart through SMS.
[0129] Meanwhile, according to another example of
the present embodiment, a memo similar to the afore-
mentioned memo can be written on a notification region
(not shown in the drawing) as well as on a lock screen.
[0130] FIG. 14 is a diagram for one example of a meth-
od of setting a memo for an event indication displayed
on a notification region in a mobile terminal according to
another aspect of one embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0131] Referring to FIG. 14 (a), an item 1410 related
to an absence call is displayed on a notification region
(not shown in the drawing). In doing so, if a touch-drag
input 1420 of a specific pattern is detected from the cor-
responding item 1410, referring to FIG. 14 (b), the con-
troller 180 can control a later-inputted trace to be saved
in a manner of being recognized as a memo 1430. Of
course, a separate memo writing region can be displayed
instead of overlaying a memo on an existing screen. In-
stead of a touch-drag input, a menu icon corresponding
to the touch-drag input can be displayed on the corre-
sponding icon 1410.
[0132] Thereafter, if a recent contact list is entered,
referring to FIG. 14 (c), an indicator 1420’ can be dis-
played on an item related to a memo inputted absence
call. If the corresponding indicator is selected, a sub-
stance of the saved memo can be displayed as a popup
window 1440. On the other hand, if an item itself is se-
lected instead of an indicator, referring to FIG. 14 (d), a
detailed information of a corresponding contact and a
memo substance can be displayed on a separate region
1450. In this case, a copy icon 1451 and a delete icon
1453 can be displayed on the separate region 1450. In
this case, since the copy icon 145 and the delete icon
1453 are similar to the former icons 1131 and 1133 de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 11, redundant description
shall be omitted for clarity of the following description.
[0133] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
various modifications and variations can be specified into
other form(s) without departing from the spirit or scope
of the inventions.
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[0134] According to one embodiment of the present
invention, the above-described methods can be imple-
mented in a program recorded medium as processor-
readable codes. The processor-readable media include
all kinds of recording devices in which data readable by
a processor are saved. The processor-readable media
include ROM, RAM, CD-ROM, magnetic tapes, floppy
discs, optical data storage devices, and the like for ex-
ample and also include carrier-wave type implementa-
tions (e.g., transmission via Internet).
[0135] The aforementioned embodiments are
achieved by combination of structural elements and fea-
tures of the present invention in a predetermined type.
Each of the structural elements or features should be
considered selectively unless specified separately. Each
of the structural elements or features may be carried out
without being combined with other structural elements or
features. Also, some structural elements and/or features
may be combined with one another to constitute the em-
bodiments of the present invention.
[0136] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
various modifications and variations can be made in the
present invention without departing from the spirit or
scope of the inventions. Thus, it is intended that the
present invention covers the modifications and variations
of this invention provided they come within the scope of
the appended claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1. A mobile terminal (100) comprising:

a touchscreen (151); and
a controller (180), characterized in that the
controller is configured to:

display a lock screen on the touchscreen;
receive an input of a first command;
receive a written memo on the displayed
lock screen after the input of the first com-
mand is received;
perform a user authentication; and
if the user authentication is successfully
completed, respond to an occurrence of an
event using the written memo until cancel-
lation of the display of the lock screen.

2. The mobile terminal of claim 1, wherein the event
comprises one selected from the group consisting
of a message reception, a call signal reception and
an SNS (Social Network Service) update information
reception.

3. The mobile terminal of claim 1 or 2, wherein the user
authentication is performed through at least one se-
lected from the group consisting of a facial recogni-
tion, a fingerprint recognition, a touch pattern recog-

nition and a password input.

4. The mobile terminal of any one of the preceding
claims,
wherein the controller is further configured to re-
spond to the occurrence of the event in accordance
with preset event setup information, and
wherein the preset event setup information compris-
es at least one selected from the group consisting
of a type of the event to respond to, a designation of
an application related to the event and a function
restricted until the cancellation of the display of the
lock screen.

5. The mobile terminal of claim 4, further comprising:

an audio output unit; and
a haptic output unit,
wherein the function restricted until the cancel-
lation of the display of the lock screen comprises
at least an audio output through the audio output
unit or a vibration output through the haptic out-
put unit.

6. The mobile terminal of any one of the preceding
claims, wherein, if the display of the lock screen is
cancelled, the controller displays an object corre-
sponding to the written memo at a prescribed loca-
tion.

7. The mobile terminal of claim 6, wherein the pre-
scribed location includes at least an indicator region
at a top end of the touchscreen or a notification region
displayed in response to an input of a second com-
mand at the indicator region.

8. The mobile terminal of claim 7, wherein, if a third
command is input at an object displayed at the noti-
fication region, the controller copies the object to a
home screen.

9. The mobile terminal of claim 8, wherein, if a fourth
command for shifting the object copied to the home
screen to a specific entity displayed on the home
screen is input, the controller inserts a substance of
the memo as input information to an application cor-
responding to the specific entity.

10. The mobile terminal of claim 9, wherein the written
memo is written through at least one selected from
the group consisting of a text input through a virtual
keypad, a voice recognition, a handwriting recogni-
tion and a creation of an image corresponding to a
touch trace.

11. A method of controlling a mobile terminal, the meth-
od comprising:
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displaying(S310), by a controller of the mobile
terminal, a lock screen on a touchscreen of the
mobile terminal;
receiving(S320), by the controller, an input of a
first command;
receiving(S320), by the controller, a written
memo on the displayed lock screen after the in-
put of the first command is received;
performing(S330), by the controller, a user au-
thentication; and
if the user authentication is successfully com-
pleted, responding(S340) to an occurrence of
an event using the written memo until cancella-
tion of the display of the lock screen.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the event compris-
es one selected from the group consisting of a mes-
sage reception, a call signal reception and an SNS
(Social Network Service) update information recep-
tion.

13. The method of claim 11 or 12, further comprising
setting at least one selected from the group consist-
ing of a type of the event to respond to, a designation
of an application related to the event and a function
restricted until the cancellation of the display of the
lock screen.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the function restrict-
ed until the cancellation of the display of the lock
screen comprises at least an audio output or a haptic
output.

15. The method of any one of claims 11 to 14, further
comprising:

Cancelling(S350) the display of the lock screen;
and
displaying(S360) an object corresponding to the
written memo at a prescribed location.
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